KNOWLEDGE BANK TAX AND BENEFIT NOTES
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Watch out!
Shayala McRae, Lane Clark & Peacock, on the pitfalls –
and opportunities – presented by DB to DC transfers and
pension tax in the current environment

M

uch has been made of the
impact of the current low gilt
yields on the size of individual
cash equivalent transfer values, but less
discussed are the pension taxation issues
this raises, specifically on the usage of
members’ lifetime allowance (LTA) and
transitional tax protections.
The issues will be of interest to trustees
in setting relevant policies, to advisers who
will need to be aware of the pitfalls and
opportunities, to administrators who must
ensure that benefits, communications and
charges paid are all correct – and of course
to members themselves.
While most of these issues have existed
since A Day, till recent times defined
benefit (DB) transfers have been few and
far between. This of course changed with
the advent of money purchase pension
flexibilities in April 2015 and now with
larger DB transfers being quoted in the
low yield environment. We take a look
at some of the issues below, specifically
transfers from DB arrangements to
defined contribution (DC) arrangements
(by which we mean, in tax law jargon,
“money purchase which are not cash
balance” – the latter have their own special
issues). References to “transfer” here
mean both full and partial (albeit nonstatutory) transfer of uncrystallised DB on
an individual standard basis only (ie not
bulk and not enhanced, where again other
issues apply).

Lifetime allowance
According to HM Revenue & Custom
(HMRC) rules, drawing a DB pension uses
up lifetime allowance (LTA) of 20x its
starting level. Where transfer value factors
significantly exceed 20:1 (ie £20 in value
for each £1 of pension), taking a transfer
instead (for subsequent drawdown or
cash-out or purchase of a lifetime annuity)
will increase the chance of an LTA
charge when the benefits are eventually
crystallised. This is of particular concern
in the current low yield environment
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In a nutshell
zz there are many pension taxation
issues to be aware of when
transferring benefits from a DB to
a DC arrangement, especially in a
low yield environment
zz inflated transfer value factors
can generate extra pension tax
charges on transfers from DB to
DC (and trustees may have to
manage this on a transfer to a
QROPS to ensure that the scheme
is not left out of pocket)
zz although enhanced protection
and scheme specific protection
are often lost on transfer, some
protection can be retained if
only part of the DB benefit is
transferred and care is taken.

where transfer value factors can be as high
as 40:1.
Consider, for example, a member with
a DB pension of £50,000 a year. Taken as
a DB pension, the total LTA used up would
be £1m. However, if the individual takes a
transfer to a DC arrangement, the transfer
value element will provide benefits that use
up LTA at face value. In times gone by, the
transfer value factor might have been close
to HMRC’s 20x, so the total LTA used up
might have been unchanged.
If in this low yield environment the
transfer value factor is instead, say, 30:1,
the total LTA eventually used up would be
more like £1.5m, probably triggering some
LTA charge.
The member may still prefer to transfer
to a DC arrangement in order to access
the flexibility or selection advantages or
generous death tax treatment; and may
value the prospect of the large DC pot over
£50,000 a year pension, even net of the LTA
tax (maybe as much as £120,000, ie broadly
25% of £0.5m). But this risk of additional
tax must be a consideration in deciding to
transfer – a challenge for advisers.

Transfers overseas
A transfer from a DB to a UK
DC arrangement is not a benefit

McRae take care

crystallisation event (BCE) – the LTA
testing happens later. By contrast, such
a transfer to a qualifying recognised
occupational pension scheme (QROPS)
constitutes a “BCE8”, so triggers an
immediate LTA test and payment of LTA
charge to HMRC of 25% on any amount by
which the transfer payment (before any
reduction to cover the charge) exceeds
the individual’s remaining LTA. Trustees
are jointly and severally liable for the
charge (and will have to pay it if the
member does not), so should ensure that
their administrators identify the charge
and deduct it from the transfer before the
scheme loses the asset from which
to reclaim it. (This is in addition to
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the new QROPS transfer charge if that
applies.)

Enhanced protection
Enhanced protection (EP) is a valuable
(albeit fragile) protection against
reductions in the LTA. DB members
with EP (usually deferred members) are
relatively rare but have large benefits,
so this protection is precious to them.
However, they might also want to access
DC flexibilities.
Unfortunately, taking a transfer in lieu
of all the DB benefit to a DC arrangement
is currently highly likely to cause complete
loss of the protection. But a carefully
designed partial transfer may deliver both

the desired flexibility and much of the
benefit of EP.
Here is why. One way that taking a
transfer will cause loss of EP is if the transfer
fails a “relevant benefit accrual” test – ie if the
“relevant crystallised amount” (the transfer
value) exceeds the “appropriate limit” for the
arrangement (broadly, 20 times the accrued
DB benefit at 5 April 2006 indexed up to the
date of transfer, usually by 5% a year).
With the current transfer value factors
being much more than 20:1 – the relevant
benefit accrual test is more likely to be failed
on a full transfer and EP forfeited.
However, on partial transfer, the
appropriate limit is still based on the
indexed HMRC value of the total DB benefit
at 5 April 2006, but the relevant crystallised
amount tested against it is the partial
transfer aggregated with the HMRC value
of any amounts previously transferred or
crystallised.
To illustrate: A DB pension of £150,000
a year (with HMRC value £3m) might be
fully protected by EP from an LTA charge
if drawn from the scheme; if instead a full
transfer of £4.5m is taken to DC and EP is
lost, an LTA charge will eventually arise on
everything in excess of maybe £1m – around
£0.9m additional tax.
Say the member instead takes a
partial transfer of amount just below
their appropriate limit at the time – say
£3m – then crystallises the transferred DC
funds as pension commencement lump
sum (PCLS) and designation to drawdown
and then draws the remaining £50,000
a year DB pension. The DC benefits will
not attract an LTA charge, as EP was
not lost by the transfer and is not lost by
simply crystallising a DC fund. When the
DB benefit is crystallised, the fact of the
previous transfer means there is no spare
appropriate limit, so EP will be lost but only
the DB benefits will attract LTA charge –
reducing that £0.9m tax bill to £0.25m.
This is a simplified example. As is always
the case with pensions tax, things can get
more complex! Trustees might feel nervous
about agreeing partial transfers for such
large amounts, but provided care is taken on
number work, and members take specialist
advice, the outcome could mean more
flexibility for the member and a big derisking win for the scheme.

partial) out of occupational pension
schemes in which they have scheme
specific lump sum protection or protected
pension ages.
On taking a full transfer, the members’
PCLS scope and normal minimum pension
age (NMPA) under tax law in the receiving
DC arrangement will revert to the standard
(ie broadly 25% of the fund value and
currently age 55 respectively) – unless they
can find a “transfer buddy” going to the
same provider at the same time.
On partial transfer, the receiving
scheme reverts to standard PCLS and
NMPA. In the transferring scheme, NMPA
protection still applies for the residual
benefits, but the tax law formula for
protected PCLS scope is modified, in a
flawed way that for some individuals
can lead to a drop in overall PCLS scope
between the two schemes.
Scheme administrators should ensure
that a member with such a protection is
aware of how it applies in the scheme,
when considering transfer (and carefully
adjust member protection records
following any partial transfer). Advisers
should ensure that the member is
fully aware of the implications of
transferring out.

Scheme specific protections

Shayala McRae is an actuary and senior
consultant at Lane Clark & Peacock;
shayala.mcrae@lcp.uk.com

There are important consequences for
members who take transfers (full or

Annual allowance
Finally, a point for an underfunded
scheme paying reduced transfer values.
A quirk in tax law effectively provides a
“rebate” on annual allowance (AA) on
transfer out – but only for a member who
has some AA accrual in the arrangement
in the same pension input period. For
example, suppose a member with an
accrued pension of £10,000 a year takes a
reduced transfer in 2017/18 of £270,000,
cut back from a full level of £300,000.
If a pension input amount does have to
be calculated in the transferring scheme
for 2017/18, the “closing value” in the
calculation should reflect a pension of
£9,000 a year rather than £10,000.
Albert Einstein once said that “the
hardest thing in the world to understand
is the income tax”. Surely, he would have
conceded that understanding pensions
taxation is much harder.
It is perhaps just as well that members
must take advice when transferring from
DB to DC!
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